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ABSTRACT 
Recent advances concaning the analysis of sprays 
and droplturbulence interactions are reviewed. 
Consideration is given to both dilute sprays which contain 
more-or-less spherical drops and have liquid fractions less 
than 1 w e n t ;  and dense sprays, which comprise near- 
injector conditions with irregularly-shaped liquid elements 
and relatively high liquid fractions. 
Early analysis of dilute sprays assumed either 
locally-homogeneous flow 0, implying infinitely-fast 
intezphase transport raw, or deterministic separated flow 
@SF) where finite interphase uansport rates are considaed 
in the mean but droplturbulmce intenctions are ignored. 
These limits an useful in some instances, however, recent 
evidence shows that both methods are deficient for 
quantitative estimates of the structure of practical sprays. As 
a mul~ stochastic separated flow (SSF) methods have been 
developed which treat both finite interphase transport rates 
and drop/turbulence interactions using random-walk 
computations for drop properties. Evaluation of SSF 
a? sis of particle-laden jets; nonevapating. evaporating 
mdombusting sprays; and n o n d e n s i n g  and condensing 
bubbly jets has been encouraging. However, many 
fundamental problems must still be resolved for dilute 
sprays, e.g., effects of anisoaopic turbulence, modifcation 
of continuous-phase turbulence properties by the dispersed 
phase, effects of turbulence on interphase pansport rates, 
and drop shattering, among others. 
Dense spray processes are poorly understood due to 
substantial t h d c a l  and experimental difficulties, e.g., the 
idealization of spherical dispersed-phase elements is 
unrealistic, important effects of liquid break-up and collisions 
are difficult to describe, spatial molution is limited, and the 
flow is opaque to laser-based insmments which have been 
helpful for studies of dilute Sprays. Limited p g I C S S  thus 
far, however, suggests that LHF analysis may provide a 
useful fmt step toward quantifyhg the smreture and mixing 
P~O~~SSCS of dcnsc sprays near pressue atomizing injecton. 
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In spite of their importance, our understanding of 
sprays is relatively limited since interactions between phases 
must be resolved along with the usual problems of analyzing 
turbulence. There has been progress in the field, however, 
due to the emergence of new theoretical and experimental 
methods for ucating sprays. The objective of this paper is to 
review these fmdings and to suggest areas where additional 
research is needed 
Aspects of sprays have been considered in several 
reviews. so0 (1967) presents a comprehensive treament of 
earlv work Particle-laden flows which am closelv related to ~~ 
spra'ys, are considered by Hinze (1972.1975). G6ldschmidt 
et al. (1972) and Peskin (1975). Interphase transport 
properties of drops, emphasizing nonturbulent effec& are 
considered by Faeth (1977), a t  et al. (1978), Law (1982) 
and Sirignano (1983). Finally, Bracco (1983,1985), 
Chigier (1976), Crowe (1982), Faeth (1983a,b), Lefebvrc 
(1980) and Williams (1985) review various aspects of spray 
structure. The present paper is an extension of Faeth 
(1983a,b), discussing recent work on spray analysis and its 
evaluation with measurements. 
Sprays and other dispersed flows arc normally 
divided into dilute and dense flow regimes. Both regimes 
am considered in this review. Dilute sprays contain more- 
or-less spherical drops and have relatively small liquid 
volume fractions (generally less than 1-10 percent). As a 
result, drop collisions are infrequent and interphase transport 
rates are not directly influenced by adjacent drops. This 
region does not correspond to the behavior of isolated drops 
.in a known environment, however, since drop transport in 
dilute sprays influences the structure of the continuous 
phase. Our understanding of dilute sprays has developed 
rapidly in the past decades due to the emergence of optical 
diagnostics and new methods for analyzing turbulence. 
Major unresolved issues for dilute sprays involve 
droplturbulence interactions, e.g.,the turbulent dispersion of 
drops, the modification of conunuous-phase turbulence 
propenies by drops (turbulence modulation), and the effect 
of turbulence on interphase transport rates. 
start of the dilute spray regime. In addition to large liquid 
fractions, dense sprays are characterized by irregularly- 
shaped (as opposed to spherical) liquid elements. 
Phenomena which are complex to analyze -- effects of 
collisions between liquid elements, breakup of liquid 
elements, and direct effects of nearly elements on interphase 
transport rates -- are all important in dense sprays. In 
addition, measurements are difficult in dense sprays due to 
the need for high spatial resolution and the opacity of the 
flow to optical diagnostics. Available information on dense 
sprays is discussed in the following, along with suggestions 
for circumventing some of the difficulties. 
The paper begins with a description of common 
methods used to analyze dilute sprays. These procedures are 
then used to interpret recent measurements of the structure. of 
dilute sprays and related dispersed turbulent jets. The 
following flows are considered particle-laden jets; 
nonevaporating, evaporating and combusting sprays; and 
noncondensing and condensing bubbly jets. The actual data 
base is summarized in Table 1. These flows also serve as an 
initial evaluation of current methods of analysis for a wide 
range of conditions. Work considered by the author and his 
associates is emphasized for dilute sprays since it provides a 
common basis of analytical and experimental methods. The 
paper concludes with a brief discussion of dense sprays, 
where existing information largely results from the work of 
others. 
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. .  General 
There are three typical methods for analyzing dilute 
turbulent dispersed flows as follows: (1) locally 
homogeneous flow (LHF) analysis where interphase 
transport rates are assumed to be infinitely fast; (2) 
deterministic separated flow @SF) analysis where finite 
intemhase transuort rates are considered but disuersed 
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for the motion and transport of the dispmed phase. All 
three methods will be considered in the following. Some 
separated-flow analyses employ continuum fonnulations for 
the properties of both phases, cf. Williams (1985), however, 
most use a Eulerian formulation for the continuous phase 
(which incorporates dispersed-phase source terms) and a 
agrangian formulation for the dispersed phase. The latter 
proach will be used here. 
In the flows to be considered, the continuous phase 
is turbulent and must be modeled while averaging over 
processes on the scale of dispersed-phase elements due to 
current computational limitations (Faeth, 1983b). A k-E-g 
turbulence model, in coniunction with the conserved-scalar 
formalism, is used for this purpose. This tactic can consider 
a wide variety of processes, including combustion, within a 
single methodology. This approach originated with worken 
at Imperial College and their associaW (Bilger, 1976,1977; 
Lockwood and Naguib, 1975). Although improved 
methods for analyzing turbulence are being sought, 
evaluation has shown that the present k-e-g model is 
reasonably successful for constant and variable properry jet- 
Wre flows of interest here (Faeth, 1983b; Jeng and Faeth, 
1984a,b: Mao et al., 1980; Shearer et al., 1979). Favre- 
(mass weighted) averages are used in the governing 
equations since this avoids neglecting terms in the equations 
for mean properties involving density fluctuations. 
Interactions between density fluctuations and pressure 
gradients are ignored in the governing equations for 
turbulence quantities, however, since considering them 
vastly increases the complexity and empirism of the 
formulation and such effects are not very significant for 
lmsent flows. 
Major assumptions for the continuous phase are 
either typical of current practice or a condition of the 
experiments, as follows: axisymmetric and steady (in the 
an) flow with no swirl; boundary-layer approximations 
ly; equal exchange coefficients of all species and hea$ 
buoyancy only affects the mean flow; and negligible effects 
of mean Idnetic energy and radiation. Flames which arc 
considered are a l l  non-premixed, Under these assumptions 
the conserved-scaiar formalism can be used which implies 
that instantaneous scalar pmpemes of the continuous phase 
are only a function of mixture fraction (the fraction of mass 
at a wint which originated from the injector). Expressions 
relating scalar prop-ma 10 mixture frdtion arc d e d  state 
relationships (Faeth. 1983b). 
State rrlationships can be found by simple adiabatic 
mixing computations for noncombusthg flows, d., Faeth 
(1983b) for a number of examples. Early work used similar 
tactics for flames, computing propcnies assuming 
thermcdynamic equilibrium This is effective for fuel-lean 
conditions but fails for fuel-rich conditions when  ppedes 
depart from equiblirum due to effects of finite-rate 
chemism. Bilger (1977) and Liew et al. (1981,1984), 
however, have proposed a useful laminar-flamelet 
approximation which circumvents the diffieuIty - except 
near blow out conditions or points of flame attachment. 
They note that scalar propties in lamiaar flames (for wide 
ranges of length scales, midmce times and levels of flame 
stretch) arc nearly universal functions of mixture fraction, 
even through these functions deparred from thamodynamic 
equilibrium estimates for fuel-rich conditions. Thus, 
comlations found for laminar flames are used for state 
relationships, viewing scalar propehes in turbulent flames 
F the result of a succession of laminar flamelets passing a 
en position (or a wrinkled laminar flame fluctuating 
ough the flow). Results using this approach have been 
encouraging (Liew et al., 1981; Jeng and Faeth, 198kb);  
rkdore, the mahod is ustd in the following. 
LHF analysis will be considered tirst since the same 
formulation is used for continuous phase in all three 
methods. The LHF approximation implies local kinematic 
and thermcdynamic equilibrium, including both phases; 
therefore, multiphase flows correspond to a variable- 
properly single-phase fluid due to variations in concentration 
of the dispmed phase, even in instances when the properties 
of each phase are constant. Smce this generally involves 
density variations, properties are presented as Favre 
averages, defmed as follows (Bilger, 1977): 
@ = 
where 4 is a generic properly and an ovexbar denotes a 
conventional time average. 
The conserved-scalar formulation, in conjunction 
with a k-E-g turbulence model, requires solution of 
governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum 
and mixture fraction along with modeled governing 
equations fork, E, and g. These equations can all be witten 
in a common form as follows: 
(1) 
& 
lalax cp ii @) + a/& (r ~7 4) = 
a/& ((r p@)a / & (4)) + (2) 
The parameters @ and S@appearing in Eq. (2) are 
summanzed ’ in Table 2, along with appropriate empirical 
constants. Reynolds numbers of present flows are relatively 
large; therefore, laminar transport can be ignored with linle 
ermr and the turbulent viscmity becomes 
Mean scalar properties are found from the state 
relationships and the pbabf i ty  density function, PDFQ, of 
mixture fraction. In thzprrsent case, a clipped-Gaussian 
Fame-averaged PDF, P(0, is used. The two parameters 
needed to specify this distribution are found from the local 
values o f f  and g as described by Lockwood and Naguib 
(1975). Favrc-averaged mean quantities are computed, 
knowing the state relationships, @(0, as follows: 
4 c, c,, c-c ,  “I 4 0,-0, 
0.09 1.44 2.8 1.87 1.0 1.3 0.7 
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Tme-avenged density is nu&d to solve R. (2) and time- 
averaged quantities arc frequently desired as well. These 
avaages arc found from 
1 
0 
7 = 7 I C$(f)EWP(f)) df (5) 
where a is gotten by setting @ = 1 in k. (5). original 
sources should be considered for the details of fuding the 
statc rclafionship for each flow. 
LHF analysis is not limited to dilute dispersed flows 
and r q u k  relatively little inforimion concerning initial 
conditions. lEdorc, these computations were initiated at 
the jet exit in all cases. Faeth (1983b) discusses the 
prescription of initial conditions and methods used to 
numaicaly solve the governing equations. 
Both separated-now mcdeLs adopt the main fcanus 
of the LHF model for the continuous phase. The models arc 
of the continuous phase are near unity and the basic 
formulation of Eq.(2) and the flow source terms in Table 2 
analysis for the separated-flow mcdeis involves the 
appearance of so- terms due to transport from the 
nearest to the injector whue a l l  needcd pmpties can be 
measured. At this point, the dispersed phase is divided into 
groups (defmed by initial position, size, velocity and 
direction). Lagrangian computations then track the 
subsequent We history of cach group in the flow field. 
Transport from the dispersed phase introduces new 
source tcnns, %+, in the governing equations for the 
continuous phase. These arc found by computing propmy 
changes for each dispmed-phase group, i, as it crosses a 
computational cell, j, and then summing over all groups 
intersecting a particular cell. Expressions for the Q arc 
S- ' in Table 3. DSF analysis ignores all dispersed 
phasdturbulence interactions; therefore, the source terms 
appearing fork, e and g in Table 3 a n n o t  usedwith this 
approach. 
While mass and momentum exchange between the 
phases can be handled directly by the conserved-scalar 
formalism, there is a conceptual problem with respect to 
e n q y  uansfer. This involves a direet energy loss or gain 
by the continuous phase, implying that both total enthalpy 
and mixture fraction are needed to spccify instantaneous 
scalar properties of the continuous phase. For present 
flows, this is mly impcazaat for evaporating and combusting 
sprays, where it was circumvented by using the thin-skin 
approximation for drop heaNp (Faeth, 1977). This implies 
that the bulk liquid remains at its initial condition while only 
an infiitely-thin layer at the drop surface is heated (or 
cooled) during evaporation. This removes the heat loss 
effect and propatis of the continuous phase an once again 
fully defued by mix- fraction. Sirigano and coworkm 
have extensively s ~ d i e d  energy transport within drops 
throughout most of their lifetime; therefore. the thin-skin 
approximation seems more appropriate than the more-widely 
used uniform drop tempature approximation in any event 
(Faeth, 1983). In highly-loaded flows, however, this 
energy uausport is important and the conserved scalar 
formalism must be extended to consider conservation of 
energy and the correlation between total enthalpy and 
mix- fraction - a substantial complication. 
limited to dilute dispased flows; thacfon, volume fractions 
can be retained. The main extension of tbc continuous-phase 
dispersed phase. .Initial conditions arc prrscribcd at the point 
The specific formulation of the equations governing 
the life histories of dispersed-phase groups will be deferred 
until the SSF approach is discussed This aspcct of the DSF 
and SSF analysis is the same except that the DSF 
computations are based on mean time-averaged, concinuous- 
phase propemes while the SSF approach seeks to account 
for instantaneous properties. Time-averaged scalar 
propem'es can be found directly from Eq. (5 )  but the present 
analysis can only provide Favre-averaged velocities. 
Fortunately, differences between h e -  and Fa--averaged 
velocities are relatively small, even in flames (Faeth and 
Samuelson, 1985); therefore, this choice does not inuoduce 
significant errors. 
Thcrc is abundmt evidcnu that both f n i m  interphase 
transport rates and dispersed-phasdturbulence interndons 
an important in practical sprays (Faeth, 1983qb). The LHF 
method ignores fmite interphase transport ram, while the k, 
DSF method ignores digrsed phasetolrbulcnce interactions; 
therefore, neitha approach is sufficiently complete. The 
SSF method was developed in order to circumvent thesc 
limitations by extending the DSF method 
There are three main types of dispersed- 
phaselturbulcncc interactions as folJows: (1) turbulent 
mnspon or disperson of the dispersed phase; (2) 
modification of continuous-phase turbulence properties by 
transport from the dispersed phase, called turbulence 
modulation by AI Taweel and Landau (1977); and (3) 
modification of the pmpenics of interphase transpon rates by 
turbulent fluctuations, e.g., the fact that nonlinear interphase 
msport processes cannot properly be represented using 
mean propenes in the transport expressions (Faeth, 
1983a.b). Initial work on these problems concmmted on 
turbulent disperson _ _  at the small particle l i t  (Tchen, 
1947; Hjelmfelt and Mochros, 1966; Hinze, 1972, 1975). 
This implies linear interphase transpon, Stokesian flow, and 
that particles remain wirhu a single fluid element (eddy) 
during their motion. Later, Elgohbashi and Abou-Arab 
(1983) extended thcse ideas to mat turbulence modulation as 
well. The small pariicle limit provides a logical approach for 
developing a better understanding of dispersed- 
phaselturbulencc interactions but the assumptions involved 
arc not very realistic for practical sprays. First of all, typical 
drop Reynolds numbers in sprays arc on the ordcr of 100, 
well beyond the Stokes regime. Drops have significant 
velocities relative to the continuous phase as a result: 
therefore, they do not remain associated with a panicular 
fluid element. The latter effect was recognized by Yudine y 
(1959) and Csanady (1963) and is called the crossing 
trajectories effect, e.g., the fact that dispersed-phase 
. 
elements and turbulent eddies each follow different 
trajectories and only interact for a time. 
Jurewict and Stock (1979) propose a more general 
approach for treating turbulent dispersion using a gradient 
'iffusion approximation within the Lagrangian formulation 
the motion and transport of the dispersed phase. 
kowicz (1 980) proposed a related prccedure based on a 
chastic representation of dispersed-phase diffusion. 
However, these methods do not provide a means of 
estimating turbulent diffusivities themselves which is the 
main problem. Since dispersed-phase diffusivities are 
influenced by both turbulence and dispersed-phase 
properties, the accumulation and correlation of appropriate 
data for these methods is a substantial task, and has not 
proceeded vexy far, 
Stochastic separated flow methods have been 
proposed by a number of workers as a way to mat  this 
difficulty, cf., Faeth (1983a,b) for a discussion of early 
work on this problem. The present SSF approach was 
initially proposed by Gosman and Ioannides (1981) and has 
been subsequently developed and evaluatedby the author and 
his associates (Shuen ct al., 1983gb; 1985qb; Solomon et 
al., 1985a,b,c; Sun and Faeth, 1985a.b: Sun et ai., 
1985a,b,c; and Zhang et al., 1985). With this approach, 
dispersed-phase elements are assumed to interact with a 
succession of turbulent eddies as they move through the 
flow. Properties within a particular eddy are assumed to be 
uniform, but to change in a random fashion from eddy to 
eddy. Eddy properties are obfained from the continuous- 
phase analysis. The dispersed-phase computations are the 
same as the DSF approach, except that instantaneous eddy 
properties are used for the local enviroment, rather than 
mean properties. In principle, the method can ma t  all 
aspects of dispersed-phase/Nrbulence interactions but 
subject to the limitations of the continuous-phase turbulence 
mdel  and the unifm eddy appmximation. 
The properties of an eddy at the stan of interaction 
between a dispersed-phase element and an eddy are found by 
making a random selection from the PDFs of velocity and 
mixture fraction. Velocity fluctuations are assumed to be 
isotropic, which is impIied by k-&-g analysis, with Gaussian 
PDF's. The most probable value and variance of these 
distributions are taken to be the local mean velocities in each 
direction and 2k/3 -- obfained from the continuous-phase 
solution. The distinction between Fam-  and rime-averaged 
velocities was ignored similar to DSF analysis since 
density/velocity correlations are not provided by the present 
k-&-g analysis. This is not a serious problem for mean 
velocities, as noted eartier, but differences between Favre- 
and time-averages are greater for velocity fluctuations -- 
particularly in f h e  en&menu, (Faeth-and Samuelson, 
1985). 
Scalar properties are found by assuming that 
velocitie-s and mixtun fractions are statisticafly independent 
for lack of a rational alternative under the approximations of 
the p e n t  k-e-g turbulence model. This causcs ezrm in 
variable density flows w h m  the absolute value of this 
correlation is on the order of one half in poldons of the flow 
Faeth and Samuelson, 1985). The time-averaged PDF@), 
is randomly sampled similar to the velocites, to get an 
instantaneous value of f  for the eddy. Scalar properties of 
the eddy for this value of f  are then obtained from the stafe 
relationships. 
A dispersed-phase element is assumed to interact 
with an eddy as long as the displacement of the element with 
respect to the eddy does not exceed the characteristic eddy 
size, Le, and the the of interacnon does not exceed the 
characteristic eddy lifetime, 1,. The characteristics eddy 
parameters are taken to be the dissipation length and time 
scales which can be obfained from the solution for the 
continuous phase, as follows 
Le = Cp3'4 k'flk , te = LJ(2M3)'n (6) 
The selection of Le and in Eq. (6) is clearly 
arbitrary and their values influence turbulent dispersion 
significantly. Following Gosman and Ioannides (1981). 
these choices were evaluated by comparing predictions with 
the fundamental turbulent dispersionnsults of Hinze (1975) 
and Snyder and Lumley (1971). Hinze (1975) developed an 
expression for the diffusion of "markes' fluid particles 
introduced at a consfant rate from a point source in a 
homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow. Use of Eq. (6) was 
found to only slightly underestimate the turbulent dispersion 
of the marked fluid particles found from Hinze's (1975) 
analysis. 
The measurements of Snyder and Lumley (1971) 
involved dispersion of various types of individual particles 
which were injected isokinetically into a uniform turbulent 
flow downstream of a grid. The results of present 
predictions and these measulements are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The SSF predictions are in reasonably good agnement with 
measurements for both tight particles (hollow glass beads), 
where t controls the interaction time, and heavy particles 
(glass and copper beads) where L, controls the interaction 
time. 
Fig. 1. Particle dispersion in a uniform. gnd-%enmted 
turbulent flow. From Shucn et al. (1983aJ. 
Assumptions of life-history calculations for the 
various dispersed-phase groups vary since particle 
(drop)lgas and bubblaquid systems are considered in the 
following; therfore individual sources should be consulted 
for details. Assumptions common to all are typical of past 
analysis of dilute sprays (Faeth, 1977, 1983b) as follows: 
intexphase transport is assumed to be quasi-steady for a 
spherical element, effects of Magus and Saffman-Iift forces 
are ignored; the surface of the dispersed-phase element is 
assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium; empirical 
expressions are used to ma! drag, virtual mass and Basset 
forces: and interphase energy and mass transfer are Wated 
using stagnant film theory, which allows for fmife mass 
transfer rates, with empirical correction for effects of forced 
convection. 
Under these assumptions, the motion of the 
dispersed phase can be obtained using the formulation of 
Odar and Hamilton (1964). later reviewed by Clift et al 
(1978). as follows: 
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(pp / p + A H  / 2) d/dt (Q) = a (1 - pp / p ) Sli - 
0.75 C, I U" / V i  I dp + AH ( 8 1 ~  / Ii dp2)l'Z (7) 
t 
( t - 5 ) - "2 d/dt (u") d5 
b 
where 6ji is the Kroneker delta function and i=l represents 
the free fall (or rise) direction of the dispersed phase. The 
two-terms in the LHS of Eq. (7) represent accelerations due 
to particle and v h u a l  mass. Only the fomer is k p o p t  for 
particle (drop)/gas flows; only the latter for bubble/llquld 
flows. The terms on the RHS of Eq. (7) represent 
buoyancy, drag and Basset history forces. The Basset 
history force is important for bubblefliquid flows but C a n  be 
ignored for panicle (drop)/gas flows with little error. The 
parameters AA and AH were empirically correlated by Odar 
and Hamilton (1964) as a function of the accleration 
modulus 
MA = d/dt (uJ dp / qz (8) 
The values of AA and AH vary between 1.0-2.1 and 1.00- 
0.48 --the former values being the correct limit for the 
classical Basset - Boussinesg-Oscem (B-B-0) formulation 
of Eq. (7). Drag coefficients were obtained either from the 
values for solid spheres (panicles/drops) summarized in 
Faeth (1977,1983b) or for bubbles (Moore, 1965; Clift et al. 
1978). The position of each dispersed-phase group is found 
by integrating the group velocity as a function of time. 
The formulation of interphase msport of mass and 
energy is too variable to show all cases here; therefore, the 
following will be limited to drop vaporization to illusmte the 
general approach. In addition to the previous assumptions, 
the gas-phase Lewis number is assumed to be unity; only 
concentration diffusion is considered with equal binary 
diffusivities; and the Chapman gas property approximations 
are used, e.g., ideal gas mixture with p2D, ph and Cp 
constant. Then the rate of change of mass of a drop in p u p  
i is &en by 
d/dt (53 = -2 x (pD) [,&N 
In UFS - Y F ~ )  1 ( 1 - y ~ ~ ) )  (9) 
where Y, is the mass fraction of drop vapor at the liquid 
surface and N is the correction factor allowing for drop 
motion with respect to the gas phase (forced convection 
correction), as follows (Faeth, 1983b) 
N-1 = 0.276 RelnPr'"/(l+1.232/(Re Ptl"))'" (IO) 
Under the thin-skin approximation all the heat reaching the 
liquid surface is used to preheat the liquid to the surface 
temperature and vaporize it, e.g., no bulk heating is 
considered This yields the following relationship between 
surface temperature and mass fraction 
Y F ~  = (Cp(T,-Ts) + YF~L~)/(C,(T,-TS) + LJ (11) 
where & is the total enthalpy rise of vaporization 
Ls = CPQS - To) + hfgs (12) 
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A second expression relating the surface vapor mass fraction 
and temperature is provided by the vapor pressure 
characteristics of the liquid 
YFs = f r s ,  Pressure) (13) 
Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (1 1) and (13) then yields TS 
and YFr for any imposed ambient conditions. Since bulk 
heating has been ignored, drop diameter and maSS 
as follows 
b w  
related 
dpi = (6 mpi pro) (14) 
Life-history compurations are strongly influenced by 
reference conditions used to determine msport properties 
and the specific correlations of the properties themselves. 
During work reported here, properties were selected by 
matching predicted and measured life histories for single 
dispersed elements (particles, drops or bubbles) at test 
conditions representative of the multiphase flow. This 
involves selecting an optimum weighting parameter, p, to 
defme the property reference stale 
@ref = P $s + (1% @m (15) 
where @ is a generic factor representing either species mass 
fraction or temperature. 
Equations (7)-(15) were solved numerically using a 
second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Details of these 
computations are presented elsewhere (Shuen, 1983a). 
Closure with respect to the number of dispersed-phase 
proups needed for statistically-significant results varies with 
the flow. Typical values are ca 1000 groups for the DSF 
approach and ca 5000 groups for the SSF approach. 
Solution for the properties for all groups immediately yields 
the dispersed-phase source terms needed for the continuous 
phase -- summarized in Table 3. Aside from the 
preseciptions for Le and t,, which have already been 
discussed the only new empirism involves C,, which 
appears in the dispersed-phase source term in the E equation 
(this term was found making other approximation typical of 
models of this equation (Shuen et al, 1985a)). 
STRUCTURE OF DILUTE DISPERSED FLOWS 
In the following, we shall consider the performance 
of LHF, DSF and SSF analysis. A variety of dilute 
dispersed flows will be considered, as follows: particle- 
laden jets, nonevaporating sprays, evaporating sprays, 
combusting sprays and bubbly noncondensing and 
condensing jets. The test conditions for the flows are 
summarized in Table 1. The test flows are dilute and effects 
of turbulence modulation are small; therefore, SSF 
computations in the following ignore turbulence modulation 
unless noted otherwise. This implies that the particle source 
terms in the governing equations fork, E, g, listed in Table 
3, are ignored. 
Pmicle-Laden Jets 
The significance of turbulent dispersion in panicle- 
laden jets can be seen from results appearing in Fig. 2. The 
particle concentration measurements of Yuu et al(1978) are 
illustrated along with predictions using all three models. 
Only the range of streamwise positions where data were 
measured was reported; therefore, predictions are illustrated 
'W 
for the limits of this range. Particle properties at the jet exit 
were estimated from the nozzle geomewy since they were not 
reponed. The estimated initial velocities appear on the 
figure. 
The rate of particle spread is overestimated using the 
J€F analysis, since effects of relative velocities between the 
hases (slip) are ignored. Neglecting slip causes the panicle 
response to turbulent fluctuations, the mechanism of 
turbulent dispersion, to be overestimated. This also reduces 
streamwise particle velocities in the flow field, and the 
increased residence time causes funher overestimation of 
particle spread rates. 
The DSF analysis underestimates particle spread 
rates in Fig. 2. In this case, particle spread is only caused 
by initial particle radial velocities and by drag in the radial 
direction due to the mean radial velocity of the gas phase. 
Both of these velocities are small in comparison IO gas-phase 
radial fluctuating velocities, which arc responsible for 
turbulent dispersion. Furthermore, since the radial velocities 
of particles eventually are dominated by gas-phase radial 
velocities, panicles tend to accumulate in regions were v = 0, 
e.g., their behavior is similar to particles in laminar flow, 
c.f., So0 (1967). In jets, v = oa t  the centerline (unstably) 
and roughly half-way between the axis and the flow edge. It 
takes time for this process to develop, and effects of gravity 
modify the effect. Thus, the a n d  can only be seen 
indirectly in Fig. 2, by a tendency for the profiles of particle 
concentration to become progressively narrower (in terms of 
encouraging predictions. Persistent uncertainties in initial 
conditions, however, prevented definitive evlaluation of the 
SSF method Measurements by Modarress et al(1984) were 
more complete, but attempts to evaluate the analyses with 
these data were inhibited since small streamwise pressure 
gradients significantly influenced these flows but were not 
reported (Zhang et al., 1985). 
Many of the experimental difficulties were resolved 
in the particle-laden jet study reported by Shuen et a1 
(1985a). Particles in these flows were nearly monodisperse. 
Mean and fluctuating phase velocities were measured in free 
particle-laden jets using laser Doppler anemometry. 
Distributions of particle mass fluxes were measured by 
isokinetic sampling at the mean streamwise gas velocity. 
Measured and predicted (LHF and SSF methods) 
mean particle velocities along the axis of the panicle-laden jet 
studied by Shuen et al (1985a) are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Mean gas velocities for these conditions roughly 
corresponded to the LHF predictions illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Thus, the significant effect of slip can only be adequately 
heated using the separated flow models. Results illustrated 
in Fig. 3 are typical of many multiphase jets Faeth, 1983b). 
The continuous-phase rapidly decelerates beyond the end of 
the potential core (ornear the jet exit if no core is present), at 
a rate which can only be followed by small particles -- 
typically less than IO pm in diameter for panicle (&op)lgas 
flows. Few practical sprays are atomized to this level; 
therefore, LHF analysis is generally not vcry effective for 
quantitative predictions in dilute sprays. 
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Fig. 2 Particle dispersion in a round turbulent jet 
From Shuen et al. (1983b). 
r/x) with increasing smamwise distance, rather than the 
opposite trend given by the LHF and SSF analyss. 
In contrast to the LHF and DSF methods, SSF 
predictions are in reasonably good agreement with the 
measurements illustrated in Fig. 2. This suggests that both 
finite interphase transport ~ I C S  and turbulent dispersion were 
important for this flow. Evaluation of the SSF method with 
these data, however, is not very definitive due to 
uncertainties in initial particle velccities. 
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Fig. 3. Mean particle velocities along the axis of ,I 
round turbulent jet From Shuen et al. 
(1985a). 
Typical radial profiles of mean and fluctuating 
particle propties, from Shuen et al(1985a), are illustrated 
in Fig. 4. Predictions of the LHF and SSF analyses are 
illustrated along with the measurements. DSF predictions of 
mean properties (the only particle properties this model 
provides) are also shown. Trends of mean properties are 
Shuen et al (1983b) extended evaluation of the 
ialyses using measurements reponed by McComb and 
h (1977,1978), Laats and Frishman (1970a.b) and Levy 
andLockwood (1983a). LHF and (1981)' DSF analyses were over- simitKto and under-estimated 
particle spread rates while the SSF approach yielded 
similar to the results discussed on connection with Fig. 2. 
Predictably, the LHF model overestimates particle velocity 
fluctuations due to neglect of slip. The SSF predictions of 
particle velocity fluctuations are reasonably good, which is 
consistent with its representation of turbulent particle 
dispersion. 
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Fig. 4. Radial variation of mean and fluctuating 
particle propties in a round turbulent jet 
From Shuen et al. (1985a). 
An interesting effect seen in Fig. 4 is that particle 
velocity fluctuations are anisotropic, with sueamwise 
fluctuations being much  large^ than whal fluctuations, even 
though the analysis used to predict particle fluctuations 
assumes isotropic velocity fluctuations for the continuous 
phase. This is caused by radial mspon of particles from 
regions having Werent mean streamwise particle velocities, 
followed by relatively slow relaxation to the new state via the 
indirect mechanism of drag from the continuous phase. This 
mechanism is somewhat similar to the phenomena causing 
anisotropic velocity fluctuations in smgle-phase turbulent 
jets. For the conditions of Fig. 4, the SSF approach gives 
nearly quantitative predictions of levels of anisotropy of 
particle velocity fluctuations, however, we shall see that this 
is not always the case. 
Nonevawratine S D ~ ~ Y S  
Consideration of sprays vastly complicates both 
measurements and predictions, since drop propties must be 
segregated by size. Results from Solomon et al. (1985a,b) 
for nonevaporating sprays will be considered since they an 
reasonably complete. Measurements involved air 
atomization of vacuum pump oil (insuring negligible 
evaporation) to yield a free spray. Mean and flucmhng gas 
phase velocities were measured with an LDA, while drop 
size and velocity distributions were measured using 
Some of the complexities of polydispem sprays are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. Predicted (DSF and SSF methods) and 
measured mean streamwise drop velocities along the axis are 
plotted as a function of drop size and x/d. Drop,velocities 
decrease with both size and distance from the injector. At 
x/d = 50 and 100, drops with d, c 30 pm had velocities up 
multiflash photography. Mean drop mass flux was 
measured by isokinetic sampling at the mem streamwise %as 
drLp bre'akup; which are frequent in polydispene dense 
sprays. could be reswnsible since th~s provides a means of 
velocity. f i e  dense-sprayreghn neaz the injector was not 
considered, due to lack of adequate spatial resolution, 
opacity to optical diagnostics, and the presence of 
irregularly-shaped liquid elements (ligaments, etc.); 
therefore, both measurements and predictions were confmed 
to x/d 2 50. The position x/d = 50 was used to find initial 
conditions for the separated flow analyses. LHT 
calculations were staned at the injector exit, however, since 
this approach is not fundamentally limited to dilute sprays. 
Fig. 5. Mean streamwise drop velocities in a round 
non- evaporating spray. From Solomon et 
al. (1985b). 
to 30% less than the gas velocity while the largest drops had 
velocities up to twice the gas phase value. Far downstream, 
however, at x/d = 600, velocity differences become small _- 
approximating LHF flow. SSF predictions in Fig. 5 yield a Lea/ 
more rapid deceleration than DSF predictions for each drop 
size. This is due to the nonlinearity of the drag law 
interacting with turbulent fluctuations _- one of the dispesed- 
phase/mrbulence interactions discussed earlier. The SSF 
method yields better ptdctions than the DSF method, since 
it uses instantaneous properties and only averages over 
panicle groups. OXourke and Bracco (1980) propose an 
alternative for use with DSF. analysis, however, this 
approach has not been evaluated as yet 
Predictions (all three models) and measurements of 
mean liquid flux for the nonevaporaiing sprays are illustrated 
in Fig. 6. An interesting property of these results is the 
extraordinaxy width of the flow just downstream of the 
dense-spray region. A single-phase flow, wh!ch should 
spread more rapidly than the dispersed-phase dismbution, 
would roughly have a concentration profie similar to the 
LHF predictions in Fig. 6. The spray is roughly twice as 
wide near x/d = 50 and only approaches the LHF profile in 
the far field. The fact that the unusual width is associated 
with the near-injector region suggests a dense-spray 
mechanism, although some unmonitored instability of the 
iniector Dassage cannot be ruled out %D collisions and 
dficiently converting streamwise to radial drop momentum. 
The phenomenon deserves further study since it strongly 
influences the initial conditions of the dilute portion of the 
spray. 
be sustained as the spray becomes dilute and the liquid mass 
flux distributions evolve toward LHF predictions as x/d 
increases for the results pictured in Fig. 6. Effects of 
turbulent dispersion are significant dunng this evolution; 
The unusual width of the dense spray region cannot 'L,& 
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Fig. 6.  Mean liquid flux disaibutions in a round 
nonevaporating spray. From Solomon et al. 
(1985a). 
therefore, DSF predictions show a more rapid narrowing of 
the flow than SSF predictions, which are in better agreement 
with measurements. DSF predictions also yield pathological 
concenaations of drops at radial distances were v = 0, e.g. 
for r/x = 0.06 . 0.10 at x/d = 600. This behavior was 
discussed earlier. SSF predictions of mean liquid fluxes are 
also poorer than for other parameters of these flows. 
Computations showed that this was due to the very high 
sensitivity of liquid fluxes to uncertainties of initial 
conditions (Solomon et al., 1985ab). 
Turbulent dispesion and relative velocities vary with 
drop size; therefore, the size distribution of drops changes as 
the flow develops in polydisperse sprays. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 7, where the S a u a  Mean Diameter (SMD) along the 
Fig. 7. SMD along the axis of round nonevaporating 
sprays. From Solomon et aL (1985b). 
~, 
axis of the nonevaporating sprays is plotted. The fact that 
large drops pass through the flow more rapidly and are less 
influenced by turbulent dispersion than small drops causes a 
progressive increase of SMD along the axis. The SSF 
analysis appears to represent thjs effect reasonably well. 
Effects of turbulence modulation can be seen in the 
predicrions and measurements of gas phase velocity 
fluctuations which are plotted in Fig. 8. The present 
continuous-phase analysis only provides k: therefore, 
velocity fluctuation predictions were obtained assuming the 
usual levels of anisotropy found in single-phase jets, e.g., 
u'* : v"2 : w'z = k : !d2 : !d2 (Wygnanski and Fiedler, 
1969). Recall that x/d = 50 is the initial condition for 
predictions, where k is matched to the measurements. It is 
evident that measured levels of anisotropy are much larger 
than the usual levels seen in jets at this position near the 
dense-spray region. Farther into the dilute spray region, 
however, effects of drops on turbulence properties decrease 
and anisotropy levels approach those of single-phase jets. 
Another effect, amibutable to turbulence modulation, 
is the relatively low levels of turbulent fluctuations near the 
dense spray region seen in Fig. 8. This is particularly 
noticable near the axis of the flow. One reason for this 
behavior is the relatively broad mean velocity proffles, which 
reduces turbulent production by shear forces, near the dense 
spray region. The predictions model this effect but still 
overestimate turbulence levels near the dense spray region. 
Calculations considering turbulence modulation provide 
better results. The empirical constant Cc3, needed in the 
terms representing turbulence modulation in Table 3, is not 
hown  very well. Available evidence, however, suggests 
that its value is small, ca. 0.01 - 0.1 (Sun et al., 1985 a,b,c). 
Including the turbulence modulation terms in the SSF 
analysis and using this constant yields reductions in k,, and 
thus the components of velocity fluctuations, and improves 
the comparison between predictions and measurements 
(Solomon et al., 1985b). The quantitative effect of 
turbulence modulation in the dilute spray region, however, 
was comparable to uncertainties in predictions due to 
uncertainties in initial conditions. Thus, the measurements 
of Solomon et al (1985 a,b,c) are not adequate to definitively 
study turbulence modulation phenomena. 
I l l  
Fig. 8. Gas-phase velocity fluctuations in around 
nonevaporating spray. From Solomon et al. 
(1985b). 
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Solomon et al. (198%) extended their work to 
evaporating sprays, using the same apparatus and test 
methods as their study of nonevaporating sprays. 
Evaporation influences scalar properties of the gas phase; 
therefore, even the separated flow models must employ the 
conserved scalar formulation in this case. These 
experiments involved injection of liquid Freon-I 1 into still 
air, using an air atomizing injector. 
Predicted and measured profiles of total (gas and 
liquid) mean Freon-1 1 concentrations are iilusuated in Fig. 
9. Similar to the nonevaporating sprays, the flow is 
unusually wide near the dense spray region. The behavior is 
somewhat less pronounced, however, than for 
nonevaporating sprays since drops rapidly evaporate as they 
reach the edge of the flow - limiting their penemtion into 
the surroundings. 
DSF predictions in Fig. 9 exhibit peaked profiles, 
due to neglect of turbulent dispersion of drops. LKF and 
SSF predictions are in better agreement with the 
measurements. LHF analysis yields better results in this 
case since Freon-I1 vapor tends to dominate the total 
concenuation measurements for present test conditions. 
Predicted (DSF and SSF analysis) and measured 
S M D  along the axis for the sprays are illustrated in Fig. IO. 
For nonevaporating sprays, S ; w )  increased with increasing 
distance from the injector, c.f. Fig. 7. For evaporating 
sprays, however, this is counteracted by drop evaporation. 
Thus, the S M D  remains relatively constant along the axis 
until the last stages of drop vaporization for these test 
conditions - mnds which are represented reasonably well 
by both theories. 
WSE DATA THEORY 
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Fi:. 9 .  Distributions of total Freon- 11 concentrations 
in round evaporating sprays. From Solomon 
et aL (1985~). 
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Fig. IO. SMO along the a i s  of round evaporahg 
rprays. From Solomon er al. ,1985~). 
Predictions and measurements of gas-phase turbulent 
kinetic energy are illustrated in Fig. 11. Effects of 
turbulence modulation are evident for both sprays near xid = 
50. Spray 1 is more lightly loaded, this results in smaller 
reductions of k levels near the dense spray region and more 
rapid disappearance in turbulence modulation effects with 
increasing distance from the injector. These measurements 
only employed amplitude discrimination of the LDA to 
eliminate effects of drops on measurements of gas phase 
properties; therefore, uncertainties are introduced due to 
grazing collisions of large drops with the measuring volume. 
Modarress et al. (1984) describe an improved phase 
discrimination system for continuous-phase LDA 
measurements; systems l i e  this are recommended for 
quantitative work in the future. Nevertheless, large drops 
had very high slip velocities in the test sprays and it is 
difficult to see how extraneous signals from them could 
cause measurements of reduced turbulence leve!s. Thus the 
lower levels of k near the dense spray reglons of the 
nonevaporating and evaporating sprays provide reasonably 
good evidence of effects of turbulence modulation. 
Combusting Soravp 
The combusting spray experiments of Shuen et al. 
(1985b) involved ultra-dilute conditions throughout the 
flow. Initially monodisperse methanol drops were injected 
verticaUy upward at the base of a methane-fueled diffusion 
flame burning in still air. The methane flame had been 
extensively studied by Jeng and coworkers (1982, 1984a), 
establishing predictive methods for the flow using the 
conserved-scalar formalism in conjunction with the laminar- 
flamelet approximation. The methanol drops only perturbed 
this flow; therefore, their environment was well known 
throughout the flame. Mean and fluctuating drop velocities 
were measured using LDA; drop sizes were measured using 
flash photography; and drop number fluxes were measured 
using Mie scattering. Drop histories to any point in the flow 
vary due to effects of turbulence; therefore, drop sizes are 
not monodisperse at any point other than the exit This was 
not considered in the measurements; drop properties were 
simply averaged over all sizes at each point. Computations 
were averaged in the same manner so that predictions and 
measurements could be compared 
Only separaied flow predictionn will be reponed 12 + 
:p.c followins. For this ultra-dilute :low. drop propemes are 
: >n?oIled entkely by interphase uanspon rather han mixin.: 
:Tine flow as a whole; therefore, the LHF method indicates 
10 
Favre-averaged mean velocities are not very large, as noted 
earlier. Gas velocities are greater than drop velocities at the 
burner exit, but decrease rapidly due to mixing wi,? the 
surroundings. Near the injector, drops have significant 
inertia and their velocities only increase gradually due to drag 
from the gas. Near the tip of the flame (x/d ca. 120). 
however, drops become small and they rapidly approach gas 
1 n ---- velocities. The SSF analysis does a reasonably good job of 
0.025 
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Fig. 11. Distributions of gas-phase turbulence kinetic 
energy in round evaporating sprays. From 
Solomon et al. (198%). 
that the drops evaporate completely vay near the injector exit 
which is clearly erroneous. 
The possible existence of envelope flames around 
each drop is a conuoversial matter for analysis of 
combusting sprays (Faeth, 1983b). In fuel-rich regions this 
is clearly not possible, but could occur when drops interact 
with fuel-lean eddies. Szekely and Faeth (1983) studied 
drops supported at various positions in a turbulent diffusion 
flame to provide some information concerning the issue. 
They found that differences in transport rates between 
evaporating and combusting drops were relatively small (less 
than 10-20%) until the mean fuel-equivalence ratio of the 
flame environment dropped below 90%. 
Drops in the tests of Shuen et aL (1985b) penetrated 
beyond this condition, but the following predictions still 
neglect the effect of envelop flames. Additional calculations 
considering envelope flames to be present, for fuel- 
equivalence ratios less than unity, did not indicate significant 
effects of envelop tlames. However, this may not always 
be the case. Predictions considering envelope flames are 
problematical since there is very Little information available 
concerning their ignition and extinction properties in flame 
envmnments. 
.Measurements of mean gas-phase (time averaged) 
d a n d  drop (panicle-averaged) velocities along the axis are 
ploned in Fig. 12. Drop velocities for both sprays tested are 
shown along with SSF predictions. Rcdictcd gas velocities 
are Favre-avenges, however, differences between time- and 
predicting these trends. 
Predicted (DSF and SSF methods) and measured 
mean drop number fluxes (both time averages) are illustrated 
in Fig. 13. The initially larger drops have wider profiles 
even through they are less responsive to turbulent 
dispersion. This occurs since they are able to penetrate 
farther into the flame zone before evaporatmg. SSF 
predictions provide the same ordering of spread rates and are 
in fair agreement with the measurements. The DSF 
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Fig. 12. Mean phase velocities along the axis Of 
round, ultra-dilute, combusting Sprays. 
From Shuen et al. (1985b). 
predictions yield incorrect ordering of the spread rates and 
are not v a y  effective, similar to the flows consided earlier. 
Measured (time- and particle averages) and predicted 
(SSF method) phase velocity fluctuations along the axis are 
illustrated in Fig. 14. As before, gas veloeity fluctuations 
were computed by using the normal levels of anisotropy 
found in turbulent jets. Predicted gas phase velocity 
fluctuations are Favre-averages while the measurements are 
time averages. However, this distinction is comparable to 
experimental uncertainties, as are the differences between 
predictions and measurements. 
Particle velocity fluctuations plotted in Fig. 14 show 
very high levels of anisotropy, much larger than predicted. 
Radial particle velocity fluctuations are predicted reasonably 
well, which is consistenf with the satisfactory predictions of 
turbulent dispersion. Streamwise drop velocity fluctuations 
are substantially underestimated, however, probably due to 
the assumption of isotropic turbulence when eddy propenies 
are selected for SSF analysis. Near the burner exit, drop 
velocity fluctuations are small in comparison to the gas 
phase, due to drop in&. At the end of drop lifetime (x/d 
ca. 90-120), however, the remaining small drops can 
respond rapidly and approach flame properties. 
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uha-dilute combusting sprays. From Shuen 
et al. (198Sb). 
Fig. 13 Drop number flux dishibutions in round, 
Bubblv lets 
Present methods of analysis were largely developed 
for panicle-laden jets and sprays; therefore, bubbly jets 
provide a challenging test of the approach. In this case, 
bubble inertia is negligible while virtual mass and Basset 
history forces become imprtant Thus, considering such 
flows provides an indication of the robustness of the 
analysis as well as insights gained by studying multiphase 
turbulent jets from a different perspective. 
Predictions and measurements for condensing 
bubbly jets by Sun et al. (1985a,b,c) will be considered An 
earIier study of noncondensing bubbly jets by Sun and Faeth 
(1985a.b) yielded similar results. The condensing jets 
involved nearly monodisperse carbon dioxide bubbles in 
water, injected vertically upward in still water. The carbon 
dioxide dissolves in the water while dissolved air comes out 
of solution and accumulates in the bubbles. Thus, the 
bubbles never e n h l y  disappcrr but reach terminal diameters 
roughly 20% of their initial diameter. Mean and fluctuating 
phase velocities were measured using LDA; mean bubble 
number fluxes were measured using Me scattering; and 
bubble diameters and number intensities were measured 
using flash photography. Bubble number intensity is 
defined as the number of bubbles along a cord-like path 
through the flow, per unit crossectional area of the path. 
This quantity can be related to the local void fraction of the 
flow and is easily computed from the analysis for 
Fig. 14. Fluctuating phase velocities along the axis of 
round, ultra-dilute combusting sprays. From 
Shuen et al. (198Sb). w 
companson with measurements. The advantage of bubble 
number intensity is that it is less subject to error than its 
deconvolution to give local void fractions (Sun and Faeth, 
198Sa). 
Predictions and measurements of bubble number 
intensity for a condensing bubbly jet are illustrated in Fig. 
15. Predictions of the E, DSF, SSF and SSF-‘I‘M 
analyses are shown, the last including effects of turbulence 
modulation with Cs = 0.015. The overall results are similar 
to Fig. 2 for the panicle-laden jet of Yuu et al. (1978). In 
general, the LHF and DSF methods over- and 
underestimated the extent of the bubble containing region. 
In this case, however, relative velocities are small near the 
injector and the LHF analysis provides fair predictions at the 
lowest axial station. The stochastic methods, however, 
provide reasonably g o d  predictions of the transition from 
near-LHF conditions near the injector to the Xld = 60 
position where both finite ,interphase msport  rates and 
turbulent dispersion are important Allowing for turbulence 
modulation does not have an important effect on the results 
illustrated in Fig. 15. Including turbulence modulation 
increases levels of turbulence kinetic energy which slightly 
widens the predicted flow due to enhanced turbulent 
dispersion. 
The measurements of partlcle number flux, dlusadted 
in Fig. 16, are a more sensiuve mdictor of flow widths than 
bubble number intensities. ln this case, the two separated 
flow models yield sunilar results near the jet exi~.  but 
turbulence mcdulauon causes a much wider profile at h e  
~ 
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xld = 60 position where the measurements arc wider than 
both predictions. This is somewhat surprising since the 
flow becomes more dilute far from the inject, and effects Of 
turbu!ence modulation would be expected to decrease. The 
behavior is caused by relative velocities becoming 
comparable to mean liquid velocities at large x/d. The 
production of turbulence by the particle some term becomes 
comparable to turbulence production by shear forces in the 
continuous phase. This suggests that dilute flows having 
similar propertiff might be profitably studied to gain a better 
understanding of turbulence modulation than is possible in 
dense dispersed flows where e x p h 3 I t a l  unc&tiS are 
large. 
Measurements and predictions ,of mean and 
fluctuating bubble velocities arc luushated m Fig. 17. Due 
to low liquid phase velocities for these test conditions, 
effects of relative velocities arc signifhut This can be seen 
by noting that the LHF predictions on the figure roughly 
correspond to mean liquid velocities. Mean radial bubble 
velocities increase 'monotonically with increasing radial 
distance, unlike their liquid-phase counteqart which reaches 
a maximum and then becomes negative near ,the edge of the 
flow due to enhainmeat of ambient fluid. Th~s doesn't occur 
for the bubbles since no bubbles are entrained from the 
surroundings. Sprays and particle-laden jets have similar 
behavior. All the separated flow analyses provide 
reasonably good pdictions of mean bubble velocities. 
Bubble velocity fluctuations, pictured in the lower 
part of Fig. 17, exhibit significant levels of anisotropy. This 
behavior is not represented by the stochastic predictions, 
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Fig. 16. Mean bubblenumk fluxdistributions in a 
round bubbly condensing je: From Sun et 
al. (1985a). 
which are nearly isompic, which is quite different from the 
particle-laden jet discussed earlier. The reason for this is that 
bubbles adjust rapidly to local conditions in comparison to 
pdc le s  in gases. As a result, the assumption of anisotropic 
turbulence in the stochastic analyses causes streamwise 
fluctuations to be underestimated. Radial velocity 
fluctuations are slightly underestimated as weU; this is partly 
attributed to variations of the initial distribution from the 
moncdispezse distribution assumed in the computations (Sun 
et a!., 1985%~). Including effects of turbulence modulation 
causes a slight increase of bubble velocity fluctuations, but 
these differences are comparable to experimental 
uncertainties. 
While consideration of turbulence modulation 
improved predictions of bubble spread rates slightly. 
predictions of rates of spread and turbulence levels in the 
continuous phase were overestimated as a result (Sun et al., 
1985~). This follows from the strong contribution of the 
bubble some  tenn in the k equation, which does not involve 
an empirical constant aside from neglecting the term entiniy. 
n e  difficulty appean to involve the multiple turbulent length 
scales i n d u c e d  by the bubble phase. Contributions of 
bubbles to turbulence occur at smallerxales thyl the energy- 
containing range of the continuous phase. Thus bubble- 
Sencrated turbulence enters the turbulent eddy cascade 3t 
small scales and dissipates more rapidly, tending to 
conmbute less to turbulence propctties imponant for mixing 
than IS implied by the bubble some term in the k equation. 
Properly treating such effects requires more information on 
turbulent spectra in dilute dispersed flows. .Multiple scaks 
mesent substantial difficulties for current higher-order 
iurbulence models: therefore, treating multiple-s&e effects 
will not be trivial 
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Mean and fluctuating bubble velocities in a 
round bubbly condensing je t  From Sun et 
al. (1985ac). 
Viewing all the evidence presented here, it is clear 
that effects of turbulence modulation are important near 
regions of dense dispersed flows and in dilute flows 
dominated by effects of relative velocities between the 
phases. The stochastic method of treating turbulence 
modulation proposed by Shuen et al. (1985a) is tentative, 
empiricism in the e equation is not weU established, and the 
method may have conceptual difficulties since it does not 
provide for effects of scale caused by differences between 
the size of dispersed phases and length scales Of the 
continuous phase. Clearly, more work will be required to 
resolve these issues. Dilute dispersed flows dominated by 
slip are suggested for such studies, since they are 
experimentally accessible and highlight effects of turbulence 
modulation. 
Some aspects of dense dispersed jets have been 
considered thus far, based on observations near the 
boundaries of dilute dispersed flows. Additional 
information based on direct observations of dense sprays 
will be discussed in the foUowing. Bracco (1983, 1983, 
Lefebvre (1980), Sirignano (1983) and Faeth (1983b) 
provide reviews treating aspects of this problem in more 
derail. 
It is tempting to think of a dense spray as a close- 
packed collection of roughly spherical drops.  
Unfortunately, this picture is not accurate. A flash 
photograph of the flow at the exit of an air atomizing inje6:or 
appears in Fig. 18. This spray was well-atomized, yielding 
~ i ~ .  18. Flash photograph of the flow at h exit of an air-atomidng injector. 
an S M D  of 30 pm at x/d = 50 (Solomon et al.; 1985a.b). 
Clearly, the flow involves dispersed-phase elements having 
complex shapes, ligaments, irregular drops, etc., which 
persist throughout the dense spray region. Similar 
observations near the exit of twin-fluid injectors abound 
(Lefebvre, 1980); therefore irregular liquid elements are an 
essential part of the dense spray region of such injectors. 
Similar difficulties are encountered for pressure- 
atomized sprays used in diesel and rocket engines. Fine 
drops are usually observed near the edge of the flow when 
operation is in the atomization region of pressure-atomizing 
injectors (Bracco, 1983, 1985; Wu et al., 1983), but direct 
observation of the interior dense spray region has not been 
possible. Hiroyasu et al. (1982), however, have obtained 
indirect evidence that a continuous liquid core extends far 
downstream of the injector exit Bracco (1983), proposed 
the following semi-empirical expression for the length of this 
liquid core 
LfJd = 8 (PdPd*" (16) 
This relationship suggests extensive core lengths, reaching 
several hundred injector diamem at low pressures. With a 
contiguous liquid core of this length, it seems likely that 
other large and irregular liquid elements aie present in the 
dense portion of the flow as well. Thus, irregular liquid 
elements appear to be a ubiquitous aspect of all dense 
sprays. 
Dispersed elements having irregular shapes pose 
serious conceptual dfiiculhes for separated-flow-analysis of 
dense sprays. Furthermore, the characteristic times of 
breakup processes are comparable to residence times of the 
information is available to treat such processes. Findiny 
discussed earlier suggest that collisions might play an 
\ur' 
liquid in the dense region of the flow, but very little 4 
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important role in the unusual spread rates of the flow in the 
dense spray region of twin-fluid injectors - at least at low 
pressures. Analysis by ORourke and Bracco (1980) 
suggests that collisions strongly influence drop size 
distributions at the start of the dilute spray region of pressure 
atomized sprays as well. 
In view of the complexities of these phenomena, 
prospects are not good for developing separated flow 
analysis of dense sprays in the near future. However, recent 
observations by Wu et al. (1983, 1984) suggest an 
alternative that could provide a better understanding of at 
least some dense spray phenomena. This mvolves use of the 
LHF approximation to model the mixing properties and void 
structure of the dense region of pressure atomized sprays. 
The LHF approximation has been used to study various 
aspects of diesel sprays, penetration, spray trajectories, etc., 
for some t i e  (Faeth, 1977). Wu et al. (1983) find that this 
approach provides reasonable estimates of spray angles. 
Measurements of velocities in pressure-atomized sprays, 
using LDA, are also given as evidence that LHF ideas might 
be pertinent in dense sprays (Wu et al., 1984). These 
fmdings are less convincing, however, since only amplitude 
discrimination was used to distinguish phase velocities and 
such results are likely to be biased by the large number of 
small drops present in such flows. 
Evidence suggesting that LHF analysis is deficient 
for sprays is widespread as welL Measurements discussed 
earlier indicate significant effects of relative velocities in 
almost every dilute spray where detailed measurements were 
made. Mao et al. (1981) also studied high pressure 
combusting pressure atomized sprays and found that LHF 
analysis overestimated rates of spray development, even at 
pressures approaching 100 am. Similar to all dense spray 
measurements, however, their experimental findings 
involved substantial uncertainties. Furthermore, their 
computations concerning effects of f~te interphase hansport 
rates ignored effects of drop shattering, which could be very 
important at high pressures when the stabilizing effect of 
surface tension decreases as drops approach their 
thermodynamic critical point (Faeth. 1983b). Finally, 
ouantitative deficiencies aside, LHF analysis did provide 
correct trends of the effect of pressure on the measurements 
of Ma0 et al. (1981). 
Clearly, work thus far has not successfully resolved 
the controversy concerning application of LHF analyses to 
rhe dense regions of pressure-atomized sprays. If the 
method is applicable for these flows it would be helpful for 
gaining a better understanding of dense sprays, with little 
empiricism beyond that needed for analysis of single-phase 
turbulent flows. Another advantage is that LHF analysis 
requires very little information conceming initial conditions 
of the analysis, offering good prospects for practical 
applications. 
The large spread rates in the dense region of sprays 
from twin-fluid injectors at low pressures provides less 
encouragement for LHN analysis. The difficulties are 
apparent from the results illustrated in Figs. 6 and 9. 
However, more information is needed at pressure ranges of 
interest for combustion processes, and for other injector 
configurations, to see if there are conditions where the 
relatively simple LHF formalism could provide useful 
results. 
1. Effects of finite interphase hansport rates and turbu- 
lent dispersion were important in the dilute dispersed 
flows considered here: therefore, the LHF method, 
which ignores f ~ t e  interphase transport rates and the 
DSF method, which ignores turbulent dispersion, 
were not very effective. 
2. The SSF method, which treats both finite interphase 
transport rates and dispersed-phase/turbulence 
interactions using random walk computatlons for 
dispersed phase motion and transport, yielded 
encouraging results for the present dilute dispersed 
flows. Flows considered included particle-laden 
jets, nonevaporating sprays, evaporating sprays, 
combusting sprays, noncondensing bubbly jets and 
condensing bubbly jets, which represents a wide 
variety of phase interactions and fluid properties. 
The conserved-scalar formalism and a relatively 
unsophisticated k-e-g turbulence model were used to 
estimate continuous-phase properties during present 
computations concerning dilute dispersed flows. 
This approach should be extended to consider 
anisotropic velocity ,fluctuations and correlations 
between density (rmxture fraction) and velocity 
fluctuations, since evidence was found that 
dispersed-phase/turbulence interactions were 
influenced by these properties. 
Effects of turbulence modulation (modification of 
continuous-phase turbulence properties by the 
dispersed phase) were observed near regions of 
dense dispersed flow and in regions of dilute 
dispersed flows where relative velocities are 
comparable to continuous-phase velocities. Cunent 
methods of estimatlng effects of turbulence 
modulation are not well-developed and deserve 
further study. Properly treating differences in the 
scale of the energy-containing eddies of the 
continuous phase and turbulence scales introduced 
by the motion of the dispersed phase is a particular 
concem. 
Existing information on combusting dilute dispersed 
flows is very limited and more measurements are 
needed. For the nonpremixed and ultra-dilute 
combusting sprays considered here, drops largely 
evaporated in regions where no oxidant was present 
However, drops were observed to penetrate the 
flame zone: therefore, more information is needed 
Concerning the initiation and stability of droo 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
envelope flames for conditions represintative df 
combusting sprays. 
6.  Dense sprays involve irregular liquid elements 
(ligaments, etc.) and signiftcant effects of collisions 
and breakup. The complexities of these phenomena 
limit prospects for the development of detailed 
separated flow analyses of dense sprays in the near 
future. Recent work, however, suggests that LHF 
analysis might be effective in the dense-spray region 
of pressure atomized sprays, in spite of deficiencies 
noted earlier in dilute sprays. Additional 
measurements are needed to defmitively evaluate this 
suggestion. 
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